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Executive Summary
The Fondren Library has requested that Jennifer Lee, a Fondren Fellow, create an
effective marketing plan for the Digital Scholarship Service (DSS) to reach out to the
Rice community in order to promote the services and resources. For this project,
Jennifer reviewed academic literature on library marketing to understand how other
institutions across the United States have developed library marketing plans. In
addition, Jennifer also interviewed library directors from well-known institutions to
understand how to engage faculty and students in the Open Access initiative in order
to preserve academic scholarship.
To understand how the Rice community wants to learn about Fondren’s resources and
how frequently the Rice community utilizes the Fondren resources, Jennifer developed
and distributed a survey to the Rice community. Jennifer recommends that Fondren
library communicate with the Rice community through email notiﬁcations and
newsletters to better reach a larger audience. To promote DSS, Fondren should engage
in events with faculty and graduate students to help them utilize and take advantage of
the resources that will beneﬁt their work and the university’s scholarship repository.
Email is the preferred communication method for learning about events,
resources, and services
From our survey responses, faculty, staff, graduate students, and undergraduate
students preferred receiving notiﬁcation from their emails. Undergraduates were more
partial to also receiving notiﬁcation through social media. This suggests that Fondren
Library should utilize email marketing to promote its services.
Marketing DSS services should focus on making work more visible and
digitization of work
Promoting the services that are most frequently used by survey respondents will
garner more attention to DSS services since there are frequent users. Data
visualization and open access publishing are areas that require more effort in reaching
out to the community. The least frequently used services are platform hosting support,
assigning digital codes, and project planning. These services would also beneﬁt from
more frequent promotion. Target groups for the DSS are primarily faculty, staff, and
graduate students. With the student-published journals on campus, there is potential
in engaging undergraduate students to submit to the Fondren Library repository.
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Introduction
The Rice University Fondren Library is looking to develop a marketing plan for
Fondren’s Digital Scholarship Services (DSS), their digital publishing department, in
order to meet the Rice community’s scholarly needs.

Problem
There is a lack of interest or awareness of Fondren Library publishing services.
Previous methods of promotion from the Digital Scholarship Services through
workshops, drop-in sessions, and emails have not been effective in reaching the
university’s faculty, organizations, staff, and students on the beneﬁts of using these
services. There is beneﬁt for all members of the university to utilize these services as
they assist with publicity and preservation of projects and papers.

Project Scope
The Fondren Fellow for this project, Jennifer Lee, performed research on marketing
publishing services, conducted a survey on communication preferences and interests
in publishing services of the Rice community. From the primary and secondary
research, Jennifer Lee composed a marketing plan with recommendations for
Fondren’s Digital Scholarship Services (DSS). An effective marketing plan with speciﬁc
goals will aid Fondren’s DSS in increasing their presence in the Rice community and
beyond. The objectives of the marketing plan include increasing the use of services
provided by DSS and identifying the populations that would most beneﬁt the
publication services Fondren Library provides. To measure the success of the
marketing plan, factors such as increasing trafﬁc to the DSS websites and increasing
use of resources will indicate an effective marketing plan.
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Methodology
Secondary Research
Jennifer conducted a literature review on marketing trends and communication
methods in university libraries across the United States. The documents on topics of
library marketing and communication shared by mentor Shannon Kipphut-Smith
provided context for the development of this project. Speciﬁcally, the communication
research survey conducted by the librarians at the College of Wooster, a small liberal
arts college with similar structure as Rice University, provided a foundation and
reference for the survey questions (Gustafson et al., 2017) distributed to the Rice
community.
Papers on marketing trends in libraries indicate that people are “less aware of how the
library can meet their needs” (Cole et al., 2010). Current marketing efforts in libraries
consist of posting flyers, sending out library news through emails, and student led
marketing campaigns. From the results of Wooster College’s survey on library
communication, the overwhelming majority of survey respondents indicated that email
was the primary source of communication. Most students, faculty, and staff nowadays
received notiﬁcation of events and resources through emails. There is also emphasis
on including students and library users in the promotion of library services. Having
students and library users on-board when creating promotional campaigns has proven
effective in increasing engagement within an institution’s community (Perrin et al.,
2017).
An important factor in promoting services such as Institutional Repositories (IR)
includes a robust communication and marketing team. Faculty members are often not
aware or are ignorant of the beneﬁts of IRs to the individual or the institution and
connecting with faculty in a personalized manner can help increase use of IRs (Fortier
et al., 2014). Promoting IRs should focus on social marketing, a marketing method
focused on changing behaviour for the good of society or the target audience
concerned (Gierveld, 2006).
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Primary Research
Drawing upon the initial secondary research on marketing and communication
research in libraries, Jennifer conducted a survey on communication preferences and
interests in publishing services of the Rice community based on a survey conducted by
Wooster College (Gustafson et al., 2017). The purpose of this survey was to learn about
the Rice community's interest and demand for publishing support and resources, and
to learn how the library can better communicate related programming/resources to
campus users. The survey was created on Qualtrics (See Appendix A for survey
questions), a survey platform with quantitative analysis capabilities. To test the
usability of the survey, the survey was sent to the User Experience (UX) lab in Fondren
library and chairs of the library’s Committee for Marketing and Customer Services
(C-MACS). A total of 5 respondents provided feedback for the survey before
deployment. In order to distribute the survey to the Rice population, the survey was
sent to Rice University listservs of faculty, undergraduates, graduates, and
departments; posted in undergraduate residential college Facebook groups; and
forwarded through faculty and staff emails (See Appendix B for email and social media
posts). Follow-up emails were sent to the listserv once after initial distribution. The
survey took approximately 4 minutes to complete. The survey began collection on
March 22nd, 2018 and closed on May 14th, 2018.
Jennifer also conducted interviews with library publishing staff from institutions with
developed publishing departments via email and phone. Contact information was
collected through researching websites and recommendations from mentor, Shannon.
The purpose of these interviews was to understand the process of developing a
successful publishing presence within the institution’s community. In the interview
with Peter Suber, Director of Harvard Ofﬁce for Scholarly Communication, he discussed
how increasing faculty deposits into institutional repositories require connections
through faculty secretaries or assistants. The biggest obstacle is the lack of
knowledge about the beneﬁts and purpose of Open Access and Institutional
Repositories and communicating those beneﬁs and scholarly purposes is the very ﬁrst
step.
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Analysis of Research
Survey Results
At the closure of the survey on May 14th, 2018, the survey collected a total of 358
responses. It should be noted that the survey questions were not required, therefore
some respondents chose not to answer all of the survey questions. An ideal sample
size with a 95% conﬁdence and a 5% margin of error for standard statistical procedures
would require a sample size of 371 for a total population of 10,618 (total student,
faculty, postdocs, and relevant staff; cite this in glossary). The response of 358 from
the Rice community was deemed an acceptable number of response.
Of those who responded with their identiﬁcation (n=356), 20.79% (n=54) were
undergraduate students, 13.76% (n=42) were graduate students, 0.28% (n=1) was a
postdoc, 45.22% (n=109) were faculty, and 19.94% (n=43) were staff.
From the graduate students, postdocs, and faculty who responded with their
department association (n=201), 32.84% (n=66) were from the School of Humanities,
17.91% (n=36) were from the School of Social Sciences, 20.40% (n=41) were from the
School of Natural Sciences, 20.40% (n=41) were from the School of Engineering, 3.48%
(n=7) were from the School of Music, 1.49% (n=3) were from the School of Architecture,
and 3.48% (n=7) were from the School of Business.
Question 12 of the survey sought to understand how the Rice community receives
notiﬁcation of events. This question was intended to provide an overview of current
communication practices across all types of events at Rice, not limited to those at the
Fondren Library. A total of 257 respondents recorded a response for this question. The
number of responses for each communication method are presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1

Email appears to be the primary method for learning about events on campus for each
subgroup. More than half of faculty members (55.43%) and staff (51.25%) receive event
notiﬁcation through email, and the only postdoc that responded received notiﬁcation
through email. Over one-third of graduate students (41.98%) and undergraduate
students (34.33%) received event notiﬁcation through email. Around a quarter of
graduate students (23.46%) and undergraduates (21.64%) received event notiﬁcation
through word of mouth. Undergraduates (20.90%) were the subgroup most likely to
received event notiﬁcation through social media. Under one-ﬁfth of faculty (18.29%),
graduates (13.58%), and undergraduates (15.67%) learned about events through
posters or flyers on campus.
Question 13 of the survey sought to conﬁrm the communication preference of the Rice
community based on the data from the previous question. The data from the postdoc
will be excluded and combined with the graduate student data. The number of
responses for each communication method for ranks ﬁrst, second, and last choice are
presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2
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The overwhelming majority of the Rice community ranked emails as their ﬁrst choice
for prefered communication method. Over half of graduate students (58.14%) and
faculty members (56.94%) and over one-third of staff (35.14%) ranked posters or flyers
on campus as their second choice of communication. Students were the subgroup
who would most likely use social media to learn about events with over one-third of
undergraduates (36.84%) ranking social media as their second choice for
communication. Staff were the subgroup who would most likely use the Fondren
website as a communication method with over a quarter of staff (29.73%) ranking the
Fondren website as their second choice for communication. Over one-third of
undergraduates (42.11%) indicated that the Fondren website was their last choice for
communication, and over one-third of undergraduates (38.60%) indicated that Fondren
Ambassadors were their last choice for communication method.
Figures 1 and 2 suggest that Fondren Library marketing efforts should focus on using
effective emails to notify the Rice community about events, programs, and services
that Fondren library has to offer. Efforts to communicate through social media should
have undergraduates as the target population as they are the group most likely active
on social media. Flyers and posters should continued to be used as a method for
promoting Fondren library events and services.
Question 21 of the survey sought to understand how likely the services provided by the
Digital Scholarship Services (DSS) would be utilized by the Rice community. This
question was intended to captures the needs of the Rice community in regards to
publishing and scholarship. It will also provide a visual of which population of the Rice
community DSS marketing efforts should be concentrated. A total of 230 respondents
recorded a response for this question. The percentage of responses for each service by
usage is presented in Figure 3.
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Figure 3
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Majority of the respondents indicated that they would never use the services from the
DSS. Around one-ﬁfth of undergraduates (22.92%) indicated that they would use the
service for digitization of work for “about half of the time,” and around one-ﬁfth of
undergraduates (20.83%) would use the service for making work more visible in search
engines for “about half of the time.” Around one-ﬁfth of faculty members indicated that
they would use DSS “sometime.” Around one-ﬁfth of the faculty (22.33%) indicated that
they would use the service for making work more visible “always” or “most of the time,”
and 16.34% of faculty indicated that they would use the service for digitization of work
“always” or “most of the time.” More than one-ﬁfth of the graduates indicated that they
would use DSS “always” or “most of the time.” The most frequently used DSS are
making work more visible (13.66% Always), digitization of work (7.83% Always), data
visualization (6.52% Always), and open access publishing (4.39% Always).The target of
DSS marketing efforts should mainly focus on graduate students, staff, and faculty.
Marketing the services for “digitization of work” and “making work more visible” appear
to be the most receptive among faculty and graduate students. Efforts to market these
services should focus on appealing to the needs of graduate students, staff, and
faculty.

Comments from Respondents
At the end of the survey, respondents were free to answer open-ended questions.
These questions helped provide an idea of possible areas to implement new services
and to provide an opportunity for respondents to express their opinion. The following
are comments from respondents.
Q24 - What additional publishing resources/support would you like to see?
Graduate student

More dissertation camps like the one run by the PWC, just more structured writing
opportunities that are regular (have a set schedule) but short term, & with lunch provided.
The last bit sounds like a free riding kind of thing, but honestly just having a meal + time to
write guaranteed is such a potent combination. As someone without a car who lives off
campus, something as simple as knowing I don’t have to bike out to get lunch (which can be
disruptive to work flow) makes a big difference.
Workshop on how to get published led by professors from each humanities department
collectively.
I would like to see hosting for "born digital" projects, including dissertations
Mock reviewers for critical review of papers before submission
paperpile subscription through the school
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Faculty

Assistance with licensing images, ﬁlms, and text
data archiving to meet federal grant requirements for data management plans
Help with identifying/contacting publishers
Would be great to see Rice copy U. Michigan's Philosophers' Imprint, an online, free-access
journal.
didn’t know these services were available
Data Archiving is required for federal projects but falls onto research groups to maintain.
suggest easy tools, templates, and outlets to share our academic research beyond the
publication (blogs? social media outlets?)
I did not know Fondren offered these services. They are not advertised widely in the School
of Humanities.
Help with publishing undergraduate student work
Staff

I would like better access to library resources for staff members. I have a number of books
checked out for my ongoing research projects, and I ﬁnd it cumbersome to have to renew
these books every semester. The renewal date is also very inconvenient for adults
associated with Rice, since it comes on the last day of classes, which is incredibly busy.
Wish it were the last day of exams, or even that I could check out materials for an entire year
at a time.
A copyright and fair use workshop would be really helpful
I'd email people every so often about these amazing publishing services. thanks!
layout and design assistance; referrals to printers; copy editing assistance
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Q26 - Please provide any additional feedback.
Graduate student

I don't know what services/facilities the library provide and that's the main problem.
It would be great to have writing center or consultation on article publication open during
summer. Because students revise their article into ﬁnal version during summer
Faculty

I write and publish in geology and farm publications. This work also has importance to
others and I would like to know how to make it available to a broader audience.
I usually publish in IEEE and ACM conferences and journal. I try to post the author's ﬁnal
manuscript on scholarship.rice.edu
Help with artistic publishing
Access to the library databases is vital to my work.
thanks for this survey - if we can market our research better, then collectively Rice will have a
much larger impact
It would be very helpful if these services were advertised more widely.
having a good copy editor on campus will be a tremendous help
I did not know Fondren offered these services. They are not advertised widely in the School
of Humanities.
Help with publishing undergraduate student work

From these free text comments, it is evident that there needs to be a greater push in
advertising the services provided by the library and the DSS. In order to reach the Rice
community members, effort in email marketing and in-person marketing will beneﬁt
Fondren Library and the DSS in making their services known.
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Marketing Plan
Vision for Marketing
Fondren Library and the DSS have a plethora of resources for the Rice community that
beneﬁts the Rice community’s scholarship and publications. However, many of these
resources are not well advertised and as a result, not used. Utilizing the responses
collected from the survey and prior research, Jennifer developed a marketing plan that
will showcase Fondren Library and the DSS resources and services.

SWOT (Strength, Weakness, Opportunities, Strength) Analysis
STRENGTHS

WEAKNESS

- Digital publishing resources
- Multiple digital publishing
services offered for the Rice
community
- Student workers present to
work during the school year
- Fondren Library is a central
location on campus

- Small team for digital
publication
- Target populations (graduate
students, and faculty) are
unaware or don’t actively use
resources

OPPORTUNITIES-STRENGTHS
strategies

OPPORTUNITIES-WEAKNESS
strategies

- create a team of students to
make digital publication
resources visible to target
populations
- create an IT team to facilitate
“crawling search engines” to
make Rice repository more
visible

- host panels of faculty on “how
to get published” and “how to
make work visible”
- engage student run journals in
hosting their “ﬁrst look” events
at the library

THREAT

THREAT-STRENGTHS strategies

THREAT-WEAKNESS strategies

- some faculty not on board
with making publications open
access (not aware of what open
access entails)
- limitations from publishing
companies about distributing
published papers

- provide “step by step”
resources for students
(graduates and undergraduates)
interested in publishing
- speak with faculty members
and department administrators
about “Open Access” to change
perceptions

- concentrate efforts on most
frequently used digital
publishing resources

OPPORTUNITIES
- desire to be published and
have scientiﬁc papers cited
(faculty, graduates, faculty, and
undergraduates)
- student run journals want
visibility
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Market Analysis
Target customers

Description

Marketing Methods

Faculty

- Current attitude towards
“Open Access” is mixed;
common misconceptions
include inability to publish in
journals if submit papers to
“Open Access”
- Primarily focused on resource
for making work visible to the
public, digitizing work, and data
visualization

- Email communication:
Focusing on how services can
be relevant to making faculty
work more visible
- Coffee chats: Speaking with
department administrators and
faculty members on the beneﬁts
of “Open Access” for visibility of
work
- Potential journals to reach out
to for Rice’s repository
http://explore.rice.edu/explore/
publications.asp

Staff

- Supportive of “Open Access”
- Primarily focused on resource
for making work visible to the
public, digitizing work, data
visualization, and copyright
consultation
- note: smaller sample size
(n=36)

- Email communication:
Focusing on how services can
be relevant to staff, guides on
how to use services

Graduate students

- Supportive of “Open Access”
- Primarily focused on
resources to help with project
proposals, grants, and making
work visible to public
- Use of DSS is for making work
more visible and project
planning

- Email communication: Guides
on how to use services, beneﬁts
of “Open Access,” tips for
submitting research,
dissertations and grant
proposals
- Coffee Chats: Speaking with
departments on the beneﬁts of
“Open Access” for visibility of
work

Undergraduate students

- Supportive of “Open Access”
- Few undergraduate students
use DSS services (mostly data
visualization and

- Email communication: Guides
on how to use services
(reaching out to student-run
journals), beneﬁts of submitting
work to the Fondren repository
- Potential student-run journals
to reach out to (See Appendix C)
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Marketing Strategy
Actions

Cost

Measurement of
success

Person(s)
Responsible

Time to
complete

Milestone 1: Establish email listservs that students, faculty, and staff members can
choose to join or opt out of

9/3/2018

Set up a listserv through application
form through Rice
https://helpforms.rice.edu/view.php?id=
2&ticket=ST6598Kd00thgacMCxrqOo
RD2Unetidn5.rice.edu
none

9/1/2018

compose email for request of student
and faculty emails; explain the purpose
and the benefits of the DSS and library
resources

student
application
acceptance

student or Shannon
none

email sent

collect emails of department chairs and
administrations
none

list of emails

collect emails of graduate students from
department or GSA
none

list of emails

collect emails of undergraduate
students from residential colleges
coordinators/ secretary

list of mails

9/1/2018
student
student

9/3/2018
9/3/2018

student
none

9/3/2018

Milestone 2: Send biweekly fondren library email newsletters with links to library
resources, guides, and articles on open access
determine if DSS wants a separate
email newsletter from Fondren library
email newsletter; should this email
newsletter encompass all of Fondren or
just DSS?
none

9/17/2018

Shannon
9/3/2018
MailChimp data
(number of emails student and
opened and clicks Shannon
on articles)

9/7/2018

select email newsletter provider
(recommend MailChimp due to its easy
interface and cost=free)
none

first email
newsletter
composed

9/7/2018

create guides to library and DSS
services

MailChimp data
(number of emails
student
opened and clicks
on guides)

brainstorm possible article to send in
newsletters
none

pay

student or Shannon

9/12/2018
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design email newsletter using template
from selected email provider

pay

completed
template

none

MailChimp data
(number of emails
opened) and
student or Shannon
Salesforce data
(traffic to Fondren
library)

send out email newsletter

student

Milestone 3: Engage graduate students with DSS services through coffee chats
research opportunities (graduate
student symposiums, GSA workshops,
GSA activities) to meet and introduce
graduate students to DSS services

none

send out engaging emails 2 weeks, 1
week, and 1 day prior to event

number of guests
that arrive

none

student and
Shannon
student

Milestone 4: Engage faculty and department administrators with DSS services
through coffee chats

send out engaging emails 2 weeks, 1
week, and 1 day prior to event

TBD

10/5/2018

number of guests
$200 that arrive

organize coffee/tea/food event at
Fondren during october (prior to grant
submissions)

9/17/2018

student

organize coffee/tea/food event at
Fondren during october (prior to grant
submissions)

research opportunities (department
events) to meet and speak with faculty
members about DSS services and
Open Access

9/14/2018

TBD
TBD
TBD

student
none

10/5/2018

number of guests
$200 that arrive
none

number of guests
that arrive

student and
Shannon
student

Milestone 5: Engage undergraduates with DSS services through reaching out to
studentrun journals
send targeted emails to studentrun
journals about putting their resources
into Rice repository

none

send out engaging emails 2 weeks, 1
week, and 1 day prior to event

none

TBD
TBD
TBD

student
10/5/2018
number of guests
that arrive

student

TBD
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Email Interface
In order to have a successful email marketing campaign, it is important to highlight
effective email features that will compel viewers to open the email or to click on links.
The following points are a collection of effective email marketing principles:
1. Segmenting the viewers will help with targeting customers. Fitting the needs of
the customers will make an email campaign or newsletter more effective (DMA,
2015). Fondren Library should initially segment the populations by faculty, staff,
graduate students, and undergraduate students. Further segmentation by topic
preferences can be implemented if necessary.
2. Creating subject lines that inform the viewer. Using action words and verbs in
the subject line will help the viewers understand what they can do with the
information in the email. In addition, subject lines that clearly state what is in
the email will also engage viewers. Creative subject lines should be secondary
to clear subject lines (Kolowich, 2018).
3. Keeping the content of the email brief. The content of the emails should be to
the point since viewers receive numerous emails throughout the day (Kolowich,
2018). Utilizing simple sentences that get straight to the point keeps the
attention of the viewer. If we are promoting an upcoming event, clearly identify
the date, time, location, and a one sentence summary.
4. Sending emails between 11:00 am to 2:00 pm. The most optimal time to send
emails is right before noon for 40- year-old and in the early afternoon for the
college-age population (MailChimp, 2014). Rice University's population primarily
consists of college-age students to middle-age adults. These time for sending
emails will ensure the most email-open rates.
5. Sending emails during the weekday. Emails should not be sent on Saturday or
Sunday as email open rates are more likely to be lower (MailChimp, 2014).
Jennifer utilized MailChimp to create an example of what a potential Fondren email
newsletter would appear like. It incorporates upcoming Fondren Library events and has
an area to promote useful fondren resources (See Appendix D). There is also an area
where Fondren Library resources can be promoted; this is similar to the Rice
Thresher’s “Classiﬁed Ads” section. MailChimp has diverse set of templates that can
be used for newsletters or articles on a speciﬁc topic (e.g. Open Access). There are
other email hosting platforms, but MailChimp provides the most user-friendly
resources for free in addition to market data.
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Conclusion
The Fondren Library seeks to promote the Fondren Library digital scholarship services.
From the survey sent out to the Rice community, it is apparent that many respondents
would like to see the Fondren Library services promoted more frequently. In addition,
the respondents indicated that email is the most preferred method of communication
for resources, services, and events. Jennifer recommends that Fondren Library DSS
focus on an email campaign to inform the Rice community about the services and
events hosted by Fondren Library. The marketing plan outlines milestones for Fondren
and includes how to benchmark the progress of the marketing plan.
Secondary to the email campaign, the DSS should actively promote Open Access and
Rice University’s Institutional Repository (IR). The DSS needs to highlight the beneﬁts
of Rice University’s IR for research and scholarship at Rice University. An initial step
towards promoting Open Access can be conducted through emails that link to articles
about Open Access. Then, through department events and through graduate student
events, the DSS can personally engage with faculty and graduate students.
With the DSS and Fondren Library’s numerous resources provided to the community,
there is potential to grow the number of users of these services and resources.
Through the use of the marketing plan, Fondren Library will build its user base and
reach out to new users that can beneﬁt from the resources.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Survey Questions
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Appendix B: Social Media and Email Post
Email sent to faculty, staff, graduate students, and undergraduates

Facebook post on Rice Class of 2021, 2020, 2019 Page
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Appendix C: Potential Student-run journals
Student-Run Journal

Description

Contact

Astrobiology Journal
Club

Our club's purpose is to have regular
meeting where students and professors
interested in astrobiology can discuss
journal articles relevant to the ﬁeld. If
there is interest, we hope to bring in guest
speakers and have off campus events.

rjh9@rice.edu

Baker Institute
Student Forum (BISF)

The Baker Institute Student Forum
promotes policy engagement and
discussion on campus. By hosting
informal, student-led events, BISF enables
policy-minded students to grapple with
contemporary issues and make
interdisciplinary connections. Through
formal events with Baker Institute fellows,
BISF links undergraduates with scholars in
a wide range of policy areas. BISF also
sponsors an undergraduate policy
competition and publishes an
undergraduate public policy journal.

bisf@rice.edu

Horizons exists to expose undergraduate
premedical students to the beautiful
diversity of medicine. We seek to achieve
this through a once-a-semester
publication of long-form content related to
a variety of areas of medicine. It is our
belief that medicine represents our
humanity in its amazing breadth,
encompassing domains as fair reach as
economics, public policy, biology,
chemistry, statistics, psychology,
sociology, literature, art, strategy, ﬁnance,
and many others. It is our goal to both
provide burgeoning medical writers and a
content hungry premedical community
with a platform for publication and
consumption of useful content that
demonstrates the many variations on a
theme that is modern medicine.

ricehorizons@gmail.com

R2: The Rice Review is the premiere
undergraduate literary journal of Rice
University. We are committed to

r2ricereview@gmail.com

Horizons

R2: The Rice Review

http://bisf.bakerinstitute.org
https://www.facebook.com/gro
ups/BISFmembers/

https://www.facebook.com/Hor
izons-Medical-Journal-151590
032060116/

http://www.r2ricereview.com
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publishing and giving voice to works of
poetry, ﬁction, and creative nonﬁction
authored by undergraduate students. We
are also interested in pairing these pieces
with art produced by undergraduate
students, pulling from mediums ranging
from photography and painting to
printmaking and sculpture. In addition, we
conduct and publish interviews with
renowned authors. Overall, R2: The Rice
Review is interested in fostering a better
understanding of and supporting the
literary and artistic talent that exists on
campus.
Rice Catalyst

https://www.facebook.com/R2T
heRiceReview/

Catalyst is Rice's undergraduate science
journal and media organization. We
showcase student perspectives on
popular science topics and undergraduate
research. We are committed to fostering
interdisciplinary interest in scientiﬁc
writing and dialogue about science at Rice
and at local high schools in the area
through media such as the magazine
publication, audio podcasts, and our
mentorship program (Eureka). We invest in
our writers to represent our organization,
our university, and the power of writing in
this context to educate and engage a
broad audience.

ricecatalyst@gmail.com

Rice Examiner

The Rice Examiner is an academic journal
that seeks to engage students in social
science research, foster interdisciplinary
communication, and provide opportunities
for students to gain experience in their
respective ﬁelds of study through writing,
editing and publishing works of social
analysis.

riceexaminer@gmail.com

Rice Global Affairs
Review

The purpose of the club is to establish and
maintain an open-access public policy
journal.

kgm3@rice.edu

Rice Historical Review

A research journal designed to showcase
outstanding scholarly works produced by
our undergraduate students. Students
from all disciplines are welcome to submit
historical research papers to the journal.
We look forward to reading your
submissions!

historicalreview@rice.edu

http://ricecatalyst.org
https://www.facebook.com/Ric
eCatalyst/

http://www.ricehistoricalreview.
org/

Source: Rice University club listings https://studentcenter.rice.edu/clublistings
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